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(57) ABSTRACT 

The invention includes a method of scheduling cyclic steam 
ing of a group of petroleum-containing Wells including: 
inputting to a production-predicting means a group of data 

describing at least in part the past cyclic steaming and 
resulting production of a group of petroleum-containing 
Wells; processing the data in the production-predicting 
means and outputting a group of production predictions for 
the group of Wells during a future steaming cycle; inputting 
the group of production predictions into an optimization 
means; inputting an initial steaming cycle schedule for the 
group of Wells into the optimization means; processing the 
group of production predictions and the initial steaming 
cycle schedule in the optimization means by the steps 
including: determining a ranking for the initial steaming 
cycle schedule for the group of production predictions 
against a pre-determined ranking criteria; producing a group 
of neW steaming cycle schedules based on the ranking of the 
initial steaming cycle a schedule optimization algorithm; 
determining a ranking for the neW steaming cycle schedules 
against the pre-determined ranking criteria; repeating the 
production of neW steaming cycle schedules and determin 
ing ranking steps until some pre-determined termination 
criteria is met; and outputting a ?nal steaming cycle sched 
ule. 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SCHEDULING 
CYCLIC STEAMING OF WELLS 

I. COPYRIGHT NOTICE AND 
AUTHORIZATION 

[0001] This patent document contains material Which is 
subject to copyright protection. 

[0002] (C) Copyright 2001 Chevron Research and Tech 
nology Company, a division of Chevron USA. Inc., Inc. All 
rights reserved. 

[0003] With respect to this material Which is subject to 
copyright protection. The oWner, Chevron Research and 
Technology Company, a division of Chevron USA. Inc., 
has no objection to the facsimile reproduction by any one of 
the patent disclosure, as it appears in the Patent and Trade 
mark Of?ce patent ?les or records of any country, but 
otherWise reserves all rights Whatsoever. 

II. FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0004] This invention relates to a system and method of 
scheduling cyclic steaming of Wells. 

III. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0005] Cyclic Steaming is a method of increasing oil 
recovery from an oil ?eld Where the oil is contained in earth 
that has loW permeability. The loW permeability sloWs or 
prevents How of oil thus inhibiting the recovery of oil. 
Cyclic steaming is a method that greatly increases the 
permeability of the earth in such a ?eld and at least tempo 
rarily increases the oil production from individual Wells and 
the ?eld as a Whole. Generally any given Well in such an area 
must be repeatedly steamed as production decreases over 
time. Typically after a particular steam event a Well produces 
at a high rate for some period of time, but the rate decreases 
over time until it is no longer producing ef?ciently and needs 
to be re-steamed. The rate of decline in production by a 
given Well can vary quite signi?cantly. Also the amount of 
production to be eXpected from Wells Within a particular 
?eld can vary radically. It is generally desired to maXimiZe 
the amount of oil produced in a particular ?eld over time 
given a ?nite amount of steam available. Thus given the 
variability of potential production of individual Wells Within 
a ?eld it is important to choose carefully Which Wells to 
steam and When to steam them in order to maXimiZe oil 
produced by the ?eld. 

[0006] A Patent that describes the Cyclic Steaming pro 
cess is US. Pat. No. 5,085,276 Which is herein incorporated 
by reference in its entirety. Cyclic steaming can be accom 
plished as folloWs: The method generally involves the 
drilling of a Wellbore Which traverses the loW permeability 
formation. First, a loWer interval Within the loW permeability 
formation is selected and perforated. Tubing is run into the 
Wellbore, and a thermal packer is set at the upper boundary 
of the loW permeability formation to be produced. Steam is 
injected into the Wellbore through the tubing at suf?cient 
pressure and How rate to cause the loW permeability forma 
tion at the ?rst selected loWer interval to accept ?uid in the 
case of naturally fractured loW permeability formations, or 
to fracture in other formations such as diatomite. The steam 
injection is continued until a predetermined quantity of 
steam has been injected. FolloWing a relatively short “soak” 
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period, the Well is alloWed to produce back from the ?rst set 
of perforations. Short steam cycles alternating With produc 
tion are repeated for the ?rst interval in the Wellbore. NeXt, 
sand or sand in combination With other material impervious 
to steam such as cement, or a mechanical isolation device, 
is placed into the Wellbore suf?cient to prevent steam from 
entering the formation through the ?rst set of perforations. 
A second interval in the loW permeability formation is then 
selected and perforated. Steam is once again ?oWed from the 
surface doWn the Wellbore and may enter the formation only 
through the neW second set of perforations due to the 
impervious sand or other blocking means in the Wellbore. 
After a predetermined amount of steam is ?oWed into the 
formation to cause controlled fracturing from the second set 
of perforations, the steam How is ceased and after another 
short soak period of about ?ve days, the Well is alloWed to 
produce from the second interval. Again, alternating steam 
and production cycles of short duration Without a signi?cant 
period in betWeen due to Well pump pulling is accomplished. 
The sequence of perforating, steam fracturing, and cycle 
steaming and producing the neW fractures, folloWed by 
sanding back or otherWise isolating, and repeating at an 
upper interval is repeated until a desired amount of the loW 
permeability formation has been fractured and completed by 
the controlled technique of the present invention. 

[0007] When the ?nal set of perforations has been com 
pleted, steamed and produced for several cycles, the sand, 
isolating device or other steam impervious material is cir 
culated out, or drilled through, so as to open all the perfo 
rations and place the fractured intervals in ?uid communi 
cation With the Wellbore. Steam from a surface steam 
generator may then be ?oWed doWn the tubing and into the 
entire set of previously isolated perforations, and after a 
short cycle of steam folloWed by a soak period, the Well is 
returned to the production mode. Alternatively, any single or 
set of fractured intervals may be isolated and selectively 
re-steamed. 

[0008] As mentioned above it is desired to maXimiZe the 
amount of oil produced using Cyclic Steaming, or minimiZe 
steam usage or total cost or optimiZe some other criteria, in 
a particular ?eld over time given a ?nite amount of steam 
available. The method of the present invention provides a 
means for producing an optimiZed steaming schedule in 
order to optimiZe for selected optimiZation criteria. 

IV. SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0009] The invention includes a method of scheduling 
cyclic steaming of a group of petroleum-containing Wells 
including: inputting to a production-predicting means a 
group of data describing at least in part the past cyclic 
steaming and resulting production of a group of petroleum 
containing Wells; processing the data in the production 
predicting means and outputting a group of production 
predictions for the group of Wells during a future steaming 
cycle; inputting the group of production predictions into an 
optimiZation means; inputting an initial steaming cycle 
schedule for the group of Wells into the optimiZation means; 
processing the group of production predictions and the 
initial steaming cycle schedule in the optimiZation means by 
the steps including: determining a ranking for the initial 
steaming cycle schedule for the group of production predic 
tions against a pre-determined ranking criteria; producing a 
group of neW steaming cycle schedules based on the ranking 
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of the initial steaming cycle a schedule optimization algo 
rithm; determining a ranking for the neW steaming cycle 
schedules against the pre-determined ranking criteria; 
repeating the production of neW steaming cycle schedules 
and determining ranking steps until some pre-determined 
termination criteria is met; and outputting a ?nal steaming 
cycle schedule. 

[0010] In other embodiments the invention includes sys 
tems con?gured and adapted to perform the steps listed in 
the above-described methods, and computer readable media 
containing computer readable instructions con?gured and 
adapted to perform the steps listed in the above-described 
methods. 

[0011] One system embodiment of the invention includes 
a system for scheduling cyclic steaming of a group of 
petroleum-containing Wells including: a production-predict 
ing means con?gured for receiving an input of a group of 
data describing at least in part the past cyclic steaming and 
resulting production of a group of petroleum-containing 
Wells, and for processing the data outputting a group of 
production predictions for the group of Wells during a future 
steaming cycle; an optimiZation means con?gured for 
receiving as input the output of the production-predicting 
means and for receiving as input steaming cycle schedules 
for the group of Wells, and for processing the group of 
production predictions and the steaming cycle schedules by 
the steps including: determining a ranking for the initial 
steaming cycle schedule for the group of production predic 
tions against a pre-determined ranking criteria; producing a 
group of neW steaming cycle schedules based on the ranking 
of the initial steaming cycle a schedule optimiZation algo 
rithm; determining a ranking for the neW steaming cycle 
schedules against the pre-determined ranking criteria; 
repeating the production of neW steaming cycle schedules 
and determining ranking steps until some pre-determined 
termination criteria is met; and outputting a ?nal steaming 
cycle schedule. 

[0012] These and other features and advantages of the 
present invention Will be made more apparent through a 
consideration of the folloWing detailed description of a 
preferred embodiment of the invention. In the course of this 
description, frequent reference Will be made to the attached 
draWings. 

V. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0013] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram combining aspects 
of a conceptual data model/entity-relationship diagram 
shoWing the environment of the invention and its relation 
ship to other systems. 

[0014] FIG. 2 is a schematic block system level 0 How 
chart diagram/system diagram of one embodiment of the 
invention. 

[0015] FIGS. 3A and 3B, respectively, depict an embodi 
ment of a conceptual vieW of a schedule output, and one 
graphical Gantt Chart vieW, by the process of the invention 
and/or the information stored in the schedule database. 

[0016] FIG. 4 is a schematic level 1 data How diagram (a 
?rst decomposition of the system diagram in FIG. 2) and 
shoWs logical data How betWeen major processes of one 
embodiment of the invention. 
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[0017] FIG. 5 depicts in one detailed embodiment of a 
conceptual vieW of Well-production-prediction data used in 
testing neW schedules for meeting selected objectives in 
accordance With the invention. 

[0018] FIG. 6 depicts an exemplary embodiment in 
graphical format of past Well-production data input to the 
Well-production-prediction means. 

[0019] FIGS. 7A and 7B depict, respectively, one 
embodiment of pre-selected processing parameters used in 
the invention embodiment employing a genetic algorithm, 
and constraints selected, as part of the schedule optimiZation 
processing. 
[0020] FIG. 8 depicts one embodiment of a graphical 
display of change-of-oil production as a function of genetic 
algorithm generations, for use in the termination-criteria 
element of the invention. 

VI. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0021] The major components (also interchangeably 
called aspects, subsystems, modules, functions, services) of 
the system and method of the invention, and eXamples of 
advantages they provide, are described beloW With reference 
to the ?gures. For ?gures including process/means blocks, 
each block, separately or in combination, is alternatively 
computer implemented, computer assisted, and/or human 
implemented. Computer implementation optionally includes 
one or more conventional general purpose computers having 
a processor, memory, storage, input devices, output devices 
and/or conventional networking devices, protocols, and/or 
conventional client-server hardWare and softWare. Where 
any block or combination of blocks is computer imple 
mented, it is done optionally by conventional means, 
Whereby one skilled in the art of computer implementation 
could utiliZe conventional algorithms, components, and 
devices to implement the requirements and design of the 
invention provided herein. HoWever, the invention also 
includes any neW, unconventional implementation means. 

[0022] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram combining aspects 
of a conceptual data model/entity-relationship diagram 
shoWing the environment of the invention and its relation 
ship to other systems. Petroleum-Well ?eld 110 includes 
several Wells 120, at typically one oil plant 125 and one 
steam plant 115. During the steaming phase of a cyclic 
steaming process, steam plant 115 passes steam to one or 
more of Wells 120. During the production stage of a cyclic 
steaming process, one or more of Wells 120 pass petroleum 
such as oil and gas as Well as any steam and Water in the Well 
to oil plant 125. There the recovered material is treated, e.g., 
to remove Water and separate oil from gas. 

[0023] When applying the method and system of the 
invention, the timing of the phases of the cyclic steaming 
process substantially occur in accordance With the schedule 
produced by Schedule OptimiZation System 105. Historical 
information from petroleum-Well ?eld 110 such as details of 
prior cyclic steaming runs, including Water and steam usage, 
cost, and petroleum production, are input to Schedule opti 
miZation System 105. Schedule OptimiZation System 105 
utiliZes this information optionally in conjunction With other 
information in certain algorithms to produce a neW cyclic 
steaming process schedule optimiZed for meeting pre-deter 
mined optimiZation criteria. Further details of this process 
are described beloW. 
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[0024] When applying the method/system of the invention 
in commercial use, linkage betWeen the Schedule Optimi 
Zation System 105 and petroleum-Well ?eld 110 is optionally 
electronic, manual, or other knoWn linkage means. That is, 
input of data from petroleum-Well ?eld 110 to Schedule 
Optimization System 105 may be manual or it may be 
transferred via data collection or storage systems installed in 
the petroleum-Well ?eld 110. Such systems could include 
electronic or physical measurement devices, gauges, data 
bases, and related equipment knoWn in the art. 

[0025] Similarly, application to the petroleum-Well ?eld 
110 of the schedule output from the Schedule OptimiZation 
System 105 may be manual, automated, or mixtures thereof. 
That is, in an automated application, the output schedule 
could be electronically transferred or read by a controller 
system Which sends appropriate signals to subsystems for 
controlling the valves and other equipment used to time the 
different phases of the cyclic steaming process. In a manual 
application, a human operator reads a paper or electronic 
version of the schedule output and manually adjusts the 
necessary valves and other equipment at the proper times to 
carry out the schedule. 

[0026] FIG. 2 is a schematic block system level 0 How 
chart diagram/system diagram of one embodiment of the 
invention. Schedule OptimiZation System 205 includes 
Scheduling Process 215, Output Schedule 250, datastore 
220 Which includes Well Data base 225, Steam Plant Data 
base 230, and Schedule Database 235. Datastore 220 is 
optionally external to, and not a component of, Schedule 
Optimization System 205. The databases may be designed in 
a variety of Ways knoWn to those skilled in the database arts. 
For example, there may be separate or a single database for 
each data type. The databases may be special purpose 
databases solely for use by the Schedule OptimiZation 
System 205 or they may be pre-existing databases also 
accessed by, or part of, other applications or systems. 

[0027] Additional databases (not shoWn) are also accessed 
by, or internal to, the Scheduling Process 215. These option 
ally include a database for output of a reservoir simulator 
Which models the effects on oil production of several param 
eters of multiple petroleum-containing Wells. The simulator 
typically is theoretically-based and the parameters may 
include steam quality and quantity. Another database (not 
shoWn) is a database of output from a steam cycle simulator 
Which uses past oil production curves and steam cycle data 
or curve-?tted data to predict a future oil production curve. 

[0028] Schedule Database 235 includes historical infor 
mation of prior cyclic steaming cycles and resulting pro 
duction, cost, or other information of interest resulting from 
implementing the various prior run steaming cycles. The 
Steam Database 230 includes prior steam production and 
usage rates for past run schedules and for different Wells. 
Well Database 225 includes data representing oil production 
and other information of interest, typically as function of 
days of steaming run, for past steaming cycles. 

[0029] Updated information from each Database is passed 
to Scheduling Process 215. A ?nal Schedule 240 is the 
output of Scheduling Process 215. FIG. 3A depicts one 
embodiment a conceptual vieW 310 of a ?nal Schedule 240. 
FIG. 3B is a Gantt chart vieW. Final Schedule 240 is passed 
to Schedule Database 235 for updating the database, and 
optionally to an Implementation System 210 for application. 
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In this optional embodiment, the ?nal Schedule 240 is 
implemented, electronically or manually or by combined 
means, in Implementing Schedule Process 245. Data col 
lected 250 from running ?nal Schedule 240 is passed to the 
respective databases 225 and 230 for updating those data 
bases. Greater details of Scheduling Process 215 are given 
in FIG. 4 beloW. 

[0030] FIG. 4 is a schematic level 1 data How diagram (a 
?rst decomposition of the system diagram in FIG. 2) and 
shoWs logical data How betWeen major processes of one 
embodiment of the invention. Data as needed from all 
Databases 410 (collectively shoWn as a single database for 
simpli?cation) is read in Read Data Process 415 Which is 
optionally internal or external to Scheduling Process 405. 
All or a portion of the read data is passed to Predict 
Production or Other Performance Criteria of Next Steaming 
Process 420 (“Prediction Process 420”. In one embodiment 
of this process, oil production curve-?tted data is input from 
past steaming cycles, the process applies a predictive algo 
rithm such as regression analysis, and outputs a predicted oil 
production curve for a future steaming cycle. Alternative 
output could include predicted cost or steam usage curves. 

[0031] The output from Prediction Process 420, and any 
other needed data from Read Data Process 415, passes to 
Inut Initial/subsequent Schedules and run Fitness Function/ 
Simulator to Rank Schedules Process 425 (“Fitness Func 
tion Process 420”). This process, in one embodiment is a 
simulation algorithm for simulating one or more proposed 
steam cycles in light of the output, e.g., oil production 
curves, from Prediction Process 420. Such an algorithm 
typically steps through each phase of the steaming cycle in 
the schedule being simulated, and accesses the predicted oil 
production curves as needed to predict the performance 
criteria of interest, in this case, total oil production over the 
course of the tested schedule. 

[0032] Typically, several schedules are tested and then 
ranked based on the selected performance criteria. For 
example, a portion of schedules having the highest oil 
production are selected to survive and the remaining tested 
schedules are discarded. The surviving schedules from Fit 
ness Function Process 420 are passed to Make NeW Sched 
ules Process 430. In this process one or more optimiZation 
algorithms utiliZe the surviving schedules to make neW 
schedules for testing. The output of several proposed sched 
ules are passed to decision module 435 to verify of certain 
pre-determined constraints are met. Such constraints 
include, e.g., total steam usage in a proposed steaming cycle 
not exceed total available steam from the steam plant. A 
sample constraint sheet is shoWn in FIG. 7B. 

[0033] There are various methods of handling proposed 
schedules Which fail the constraints. Failing schedules may 
be passed to Discard or Apply Penalty Process 440 (“Penalty 
Process 440”). There the failing schedule is discarded or a 
penalty is added such that it is effectively discarded in that 
it Will not survive the next testing in the Fitness Function 
Process 425. If the penalty method is applied to the failed 
schedules, then the failed schedules and other schedules are 
passed back to Fitness Function 425. This loop continues 
until pre-determined termination criteria are met. This is 
tested in Termination Criteria Met Process 445. In this 
process, e.g., the percent increase in oil production over 
prior schedules is determined and if it falls beloW a pre-set 
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amount, the schedule passing the pre-determined termina 
tion criteria is the ?nal Schedule output 450. The ?nal 
Schedule 450 is stored in Schedule Database 455. 

[0034] Various optimiZation algorithms knoWn in the art 
may be utiliZed in the Make NeW Schedules Process 430. 
These include genetic algorithms. Genetic algorithms 
attempt to simulate natural selection by selected the most ?t 
schedules from Which to produce neW schedules (offspring). 
Typically several generations of schedules may be produced 
before one meets the termination criteria. Genetic algo 
rithms are described in US. Pat. No. 6,182,057 entitled 
Device, Method, And Program Storage Medium For Execut 
ing GeneticAlgorithm, and US. Pat. No. 5,924,048 entitled 
Automated Material Balance System For Hydrocarbon Res 
ervoirs Using a Genetic Procedure, Which are each incor 
porated herein by reference in their entirety. Non-patent 
information includes, e.g., Introduction to Genetic Algo 
rithms, (see http://lancet.mit.edu/~mbWall/presentations/In 
troToGAs/). Genetic algorithm softWare source code is 
available free over the Internet and available commercially. 
Commercially available genetic algorithm programs include 
Gene HunterTM from Ward Systems Group Inc. (see http:// 
Wardsystems.com) and Evolver from Palisade Corp. (see 
http://WWW.palisade.com/html/evolver.html) Other potential 
knoWn algorithms for use in the Make NeW Schedules 
Process 430 include simulated annealing, miXed integer 
nonlinear programming, and combinations thereof. 

[0035] FIG. 5 depicts in one detailed embodiment of a 
conceptual vieW of Well-production-prediction data used in 
testing neW schedules for meeting selected objectives in 
accordance With the invention. FIG. 6 depicts an exemplary 
embodiment in graphical format of curve-?tted graphs of 
past Well-production data input to the Well-production 
prediction means. 

[0036] FIGS. 7A and 7B depict, respectively, one 
embodiment of pre-selected processing parameters used in 
the invention embodiment employing a genetic algorithm, 
and constraints selected, as part of the schedule optimiZation 
processing. FIG. 8 depicts one embodiment of a graphical 
display of change-of-oil production as a function of genetic 
algorithm generations, for use in the termination-criteria 
element of the invention. Various other termination-criteria 
may be used. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of scheduling cyclic steaming of a plurality 

of petroleum-containing Wells comprising: 

(a) inputting to a production-predicting means a plurality 
of data describing at least in part the past cyclic 
steaming and resulting production of a plurality of 
petroleum-containing Wells; 

(b) processing said data in said production-predicting 
means and outputting a plurality of production predic 
tions for said plurality of Wells during a future steaming 
cycle; 

(c) inputting said plurality of production predictions into 
an optimiZation means; 

(d) inputting an initial steaming cycle schedule for said 
plurality of Wells into said optimiZation means; 
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(e) processing said plurality of production predictions and 
said initial steaming cycle schedule in said optimiZation 
means by the steps comprising: 

(1) determining a ranking for said initial steaming cycle 
schedule for said plurality of production predictions 
against pre-determined ranking criteria; 

(2) producing in a schedule optimiZation algorithm a 
plurality of neW steaming cycle schedules based on 
said ranking of said initial steaming cycle; 

(3) determining a ranking for said neW steaming cycle 
schedules against said pre-determined ranking crite 
ria; 

(4) repeating said production of neW steaming cycle 
schedules and determining ranking steps until some 
pre-determined termination criteria are met; and 

(5) outputting a ?nal steaming cycle schedule. 
2. The method of claim 1, Wherein said schedule optimi 

Zation algorithm is a genetic algorithm. 
3. The method of claim 1, Wherein said pre-determined 

ranking criteria are selected from the group consisting of 
total production, total steam usage, total Water production, 
total cost, total energy ef?ciency, and miXtures thereof. 

4. The method of claim 1, Wherein said pre-determined 
termination criteria are selected from the group consisting of 
total iterations, percent change in said ranking criteria, and 
mixtures thereof. 

5. The method of claim 2, wherein said genetic algorithm 
receives as input a plurality of chromosomes consisting of 
cyclic steaming schedules and the ranking criteria for each, 
miXes portions of tWo or more of each of said schedules to 
produce neW schedules. 

6. The method of claim 5, further comprising randomly 
modifying at least a portion of said neW schedules, thereby 
resulting in modi?ed neW schedules Which are not direct 
combinations of portions of the input schedules. 

7. The method claim 1, Wherein said inputting step (a) 
further comprises inputting to said production-scheduling 
means the output of a reservoir simulation means Which 
models past steaming cycles of a plurality of petroleum 
containing Wells. 

8. A system for scheduling cyclic steaming of a plurality 
of petroleum-containing Wells comprising: 

(a) a production-predicting means con?gured for receiv 
ing an input of a plurality of data describing at least in 
part the past cyclic steaming and resulting production 
of a plurality of petroleum-containing Wells, and for 
processing said data outputting a plurality of produc 
tion predictions for said plurality of Wells during a 
future steaming cycle; 

(b) an optimiZation means con?gured for receiving as 
input said output of said production-predicting means 
and for receiving as input steaming cycle schedules for 
said plurality of Wells, and for processing said plurality 
of production predictions and said steaming cycle 
schedules by the steps comprising: 

(1) determining a ranking for said initial steaming cycle 
schedule for said plurality of production predictions 
against a pre-determined ranking criteria; 
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(2) producing in a schedule optimization algorithm a 
plurality of neW steaming cycle schedules based on 
said ranking of said initial steaming cycle a schedule 
optimiZation algorithm; 

(3) determining a ranking for said neW steaming cycle 
schedules against said pre-determined ranking crite 
ria; 

(4) repeating said production of neW steaming cycle 
schedules and determining ranking steps until some 
pre-determined termination criteria is met; and 

(5) outputting a ?nal steaming cycle schedule. 
9. The system of claim 8, Wherein said schedule optimi 

Zation algorithm is a genetic algorithm. 
10. The system of claim 8, Wherein said pre-determined 

ranking criteria are selected from the group consisting of 
total production, total steam usage, total Water production, 
total cost, total energy efficiency, and mixtures thereof. 

11. The system of claim 8, Wherein said pre-determined 
termination criteria are selected from the group consisting of 
total iterations, percent change in said ranking criteria, and 
miXtures thereof. 

12. The system of claim 9, Wherein said genetic algorithm 
receives as input a plurality of chromosomes consisting of 
cyclic steaming schedules and the ranking criteria for each, 
miXes portions of tWo or more of each of said schedules to 
produce neW schedules. 

13. The system of claim 12, Wherein said genetic algo 
rithm is further con?gured to randomly modify at least a 
portion of said neW schedules, thereby resulting in modi?ed 
neW schedules Which are not direct combinations of portions 
of the input schedules. 

14. The system claim 8, Wherein said production-predict 
ing means is further con?gured for receiving as input to said 
production-scheduling means the output of a reservoir simu 
lation means Which models past steaming cycles of a plu 
rality of petroleum-containing Wells. 

15. Amethod of scheduling cyclic steaming of a plurality 
of petroleum-containing Wells comprising: 

(a) inputting to a production-predicting means a plurality 
of data describing at least in part the past cyclic 
steaming and resulting production of a plurality of 
petroleum-containing Wells; 

(b) processing said data in said production-predicting 
means and outputting a plurality of production predic 
tions for said plurality of Wells during a future steaming 
cycle; 
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(c) inputting said plurality of production predictions into 
an optimiZation means; 

(d) inputting an initial steaming cycle schedule for said 
plurality of Wells into said optimiZation means; 

(e) processing said plurality of production predictions and 
said initial steaming cycle schedule in said optimiZation 
means by the steps comprising: 

(1) determining a ranking for said initial steaming cycle 
schedule for said plurality of production predictions 
against pre-determined ranking criteria; 

(2) producing With a genetic algorithm a plurality of 
neW steaming cycle schedules based on said ranking 
of said initial steaming cycle; 

(3) determining a ranking for said neW steaming cycle 
schedules against said pre-determined ranking crite 
ria; 

(4) repeating said production of neW steaming cycle 
schedules and determining ranking steps until some 
pre-determined termination criteria are met; and 

(5) outputting a ?nal steaming cycle schedule. 
16. The method of claim 15, Wherein said pre-determined 

ranking criteria are selected from the group consisting of 
total production, total steam usage, total Water production, 
total cost, total energy ef?ciency, and miXtures thereof. 

17. The method of claim 15, Wherein said pre-determined 
termination criteria are selected from the group consisting of 
total iterations, percent change in said ranking criteria, and 
mixtures thereof. 

18. The method of claim 16, Wherein said genetic algo 
rithm receives as input a plurality of chromosomes consist 
ing of cyclic steaming schedules and the ranking criteria for 
each, miXes portions of tWo or more of each of said 
schedules to produce neW schedules. 

19. The method of claim 18, further comprising randomly 
modifying at least a portion of said neW schedules, thereby 
resulting in modi?ed neW schedules Which are not direct 
combinations of portions of the input schedules. 

20. The method claim 15, Wherein said inputting step (a) 
further comprises inputting to said production-scheduling 
means the output of a reservoir simulation means Which 
models past steaming cycles of a plurality of petroleum 
containing Wells. 


